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ABSTRACT 

A quadratically convergent Newton method for computing the 

polar decomposition of a full-rank matrix is presented and 

analysed. Acceleration parameters are introduced so as to enhance 

the initial rate of convergence and it is shown how reliable 

estimates of the optimal parameters may be computed in practice. 

To add to the known best approximation property of the unitary 

polar factor, the Hermitian polar factor of a Hermitian matrix A 

is shown to be a good positive <semi-> definite approximation to 

A. Perturbation bounds for the polar factors are derived. 

Applications of the polar decomposition to factor analysis, 

aerospace computations and optimisation are outlined; and a new 

method is derived for computing the square root of a symmetric 

positive definite matrix. 

Keywords: polar decomposition, singular value decomposition, 

Newton·s method, matrix square root. 
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1 • Int;roduct.ion 

The polar decomposition is a generalisation to matrices of the familiar 

complex nwnber representation z = reie, r > o. The decomposition is well-

known and can be found in many textbooks, for example, (10), (11), (14), 

(23], (25], (27]. An early reference is (l]. 

The polar decomposition is readily derived from the singular value 

decOllll(lOsition. Let A E cmxn, m > n, have the singular value decomposition 

(14, p.16] 
• 

( 1.1) 

where P ~ cm><111 and Q ~ cnxn are unitary and 

Partitioning 

we have 

which yields the polar decanposition 

A= UH, ( 1. 2) 

where 

u ( 1. 3) 

has orthono.nnal columns (U*U = In) and 
• 

( 1.4) 

is Hermitian positive semi-definite. 

From (1.2), A*A = H2; since A*A is Hermitian positive semi-

de£inite it follows that 

H ( 1. 5) 
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where c1
tt denotes the unique Hermitian positive semi-definite square 

root of the He:rmitian positive semi-definite matrix c (18), (25). 

Rank (A) = rank (H), so if rank (A) = n then B is positive dP.finite 

and u = Afrl is uniquely determined. Sunnarising, 

Theorem 1.1. Polar Decomposition. 

Let A E cm><n, m > n . Then there exists a matrix u E cmxn and a 

unique He.nnitian positive semi-definite matrix H E cnxn such that 

A = UH, u*u = In· 

If rank (A) = n then H is positive definite and u is uniquely 

deter.ined. 0 

It is well - known that the polar factor u possesses a .best 

approximation property (see section 2). Less attention has .been paid 

in the literature to the Hermitian polar factor H. We derive some 

interesting properties of H which show that it is a good Hermitian 

positive (semi-) definite aproxiJnation to A when A is Hermitian. 

In view of the properties possessed by the polar factors of a matrix, 

techniques for computing the polar decomposition are of interest. While 

U and H can .be obtained via the singular value decomposition (as shown 

above), this approach is not always the most efficient (if A~ U, as 

explained in j6.2) or the most convenient (a library routine for computi ng 

the singular value decomposition might not .be available, on a microcomputer 

for example ) . 

In section 3 we present and analyse a Newton method for computing 

the polar decomposition which involves only matrix additions and matri x 

inversions. The taethod is shown to .be quadratically convergent . 

Acceleration parameters are introduced so as to enhance the init i al rate 

of convergence and it is shown how reliable estimates of the optimal 

parameters may be computed in practice. The stability of the method i s 

considered in section 4. In section 5 the relationship of the method 
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to two well-known iterations is described. 

In section 6 we describe applications of the polar decomposition to 

factor analysis, aerospace computations and optimisation. We show how our 

algorithlll 1nay be ell!ployed in these applications and compare it with other 

methods in use currently. A new method for computing the square root of a 

synnetric positive definite matrix is derived. 

" 2. 

2 .1 ltllment:ary P.r<prt::ies • 
• 

We begin by sunwnarising some elementar:y properties of the polar 

deco.position. our notation is as follows. For A ~ cnxn A(A) and 

a(A) denote, respectively, the set of eigenvalues and the set of singular 

condition nWllber. A is normal if A*A =AA* [l4, p.193). 

1.-a 2.1. 

Let. A t= cnxn have the polar decomposition A = UH. Then 

(i) If H has the spectral decomposition H 

then A = PJ:Q* is a singular value decomposition of A, where 

p = UQ. 

(ii) A( R) = a( R) = a( A). 

(iii) t<z(H) = t<z(A). 

(iv) A is nonnal if and only if UH HU. 

Proof. 

P UQ and Q are unitary, and E is diagonal with nonnegative 

d .iagonal ele.ents since H is positive semi-definite; so A = UH = PI.:Q* 

constitutes a singular value decOll'lposition of A. This gives the first 

part, from which the second and third parts follow. 

For the last part, if UH HU then 

HUU*H = UH HU* AA*, 

while A*A AA* implies a2 = UH2u*, 
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that is, e2u = CJH2, which i.Jnplies that H commutes with u, since 

H = (A*Aj1
C? = (ff2)1

z (see ( -1.5)) is a polynomial in ff2 (10), (19]. 

our int.creel 1.n the polar decomposit. ion stems from a beat approxi-

mat.ion property posssessed by the unitary factor. The following result 

displays this property, it ie the generalisation to complex matrices of a 

result in (6), (13], (14], [15], [24], (29]. The Probeniue matrix norm 

i• defined by 

•Alp= (trace (A..-A))1z. 

'Jbeonm 2.2. 

Let A, 8 E cmxn and let B*A E cnxn have the polar decomposition 

Then for any unitary z E cnxn, 

llA- BUllp ( llA-BZNp ( llA+BUllp. 

2 
NA t BUNp 

n 
E (cri(A)2 t 2cri(B*A) + cri(B)2 ). 

i = l 

Pn)Qf. (Cf. [14, p.425].) 

P9r any unitary z E cnxn, 

2 NA - BZllp trace ((A - BZ)* (A - BZ)) 

n n 
~ E cr·(A)2 + .E cri(B)2 - trace (A*Bz + z*e*A). 

i=1 ]. 1=1 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Since the first two terms are independent of z it suffices to consider 

the last tent. 

Prom Lenaa 2.1 (i) B*A has the singular value decomposition 

( 2. 3) 

where 

p UQ. (2.4) 
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where 
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trace (QI:P*z + z*p~*) 

trace (I:P*ZQ + Q*z*Pr) 

trace (Oi + w*I:) 

n -
I: ai(Wii + wii>• 

i-1 

W = P*ZQ ( 2. 5) 

is unitary. Since the columns of W have unit 2- norm, IWiil ' 1, so 

- 2 ( Wii + Wii ( 2 for al1 i. 

Hence 

n n 
- 2 I: oi ' trace (A*ez + z*e*A> ' 2 r oi, 

i=l i =1 

with equality on the left when w =- I, that is, from (2.5) and (2.4), 

z = - u, and equality on the right when W = I, that is z u. 0 

An i.Jlportant special case of Theorem 2.2 is obtained by taking m = n 

and 5 , ,,.. I: 

COJ"Ollary 2 • 3'. 

Let A E cnxn have the polar decomposition 

A = UH. 

Then for any unitary z E cnxn, 

n 2 ' ( I: (a · (A) - 1) )z = IA - Ullp' IA - Zllp' AA+ UHp 
i =l .1 

n 
( I: (ai(A) + 1)2~z . O 

i =1 

Thus if distance is measured in the Frobenius norm, the nearest unitary 

matrix to A E cnxn is the unitary factor in the polar decomposition 

of A; and the furthest unitary matrix from A is minus this unitary 

factor. This result was established by Fan and Hoffman (9] for any 

unitarily invariant norm (thus it is valid for the 2-norm). It is not 

ha.rd to show that corollary 2.3 remains true when A E cmxn with m > n 

(this does not follow .i.Jnlnediately from Theorem 2.2) . 
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2.3 9'e Benli.ti.an Polar Pactor. 

As well as yielding a closest unitary matrix, the polar decomposition 

provides infor.ation about nearby Hennitian positive definite matrices. 

Let A E cnxn be Herlllitian with at least one negative eigenvalue 

and consider the probl.em of finding a sma.11-nonned perturbation E = E* 

such that A+E is positive definite. Since A+E can approach arbitrarily 

close to a s]ngular positive semi-definite matrix we must al.low A+E to be 
.. 

singular in order for there to exist an E of minimal. no.rm. Hence define, 

for any Hermitian B, 

6(B) = min(•E• 2 : B+E is Hermitian positive semi-definite}. ( 2 .6) 

From the Courant- Fischer minimax theory [14, p.269), any admissible 

E in the definition of 6( A) must satisfy 

where An(.)'···' AJ.(. ). Thus 

( 2 . 7) 

Let A have the spectral decomposition 

* A=ZhZ I. 

* For E = -An ZnZn (and E = - An I) it is easily verified that A+E 

is singular and Hermitian positive semi-definite, with nEH 2 = - An · 

It follows from (2.6) and (2.7) that 

6( A ) = - An( A) (An( A) < 0). ( 2. 9) 

= 
Now consider the perturbation 

Ep = ff - A, 

where A has the polar decomposition A UH. To evaluate llEpH2 

we can use the following lemma. 
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1.--.. 2.4. 

suppose A ~ cnxn is normal and let A have the spectral 

decOlll(X>s it. ion 

A - z h z*, z*z - r, 

I Aj I . 

Then A has the ,EX>iar decomposition 

A UH U ZD Z* R = 7-n....z*, = I "" 0 I ~.I'( ( 2. 9) 

where 

10· De= diag(e J), DR= diag(rj), 

and 

( 2 .10) 

PJ:oof. 

(2.9) is iamediate since h = DeDR, De is orthogonal and DR, is 

Henn.itian ,EX>Sitive semi-definite. Using (2.9) 

0 

Applying Lemma 2.4 to the Hermitian matrix A under consideration 

( An( A) < O ) we have 

1Ep12 = IA - Rl2 = -2An = 25( A). (2.11) 

we collect. together our findings in the following lemma. 

1.-.a 2.5. 

Let A E cnxn be Hermitian, with the ,EX>lar decomposition A UH . 

Then 

( i) S( A) - .ax{ 0, -An( A)}. 

(ii) For any Hera.itian ,EX>Sitive (semi-) definite XE cnxn 

IA - Hl2 = 28(A) ' 21A - X•2· 
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( iii) H and A have a COllDOn set of eigenvectors. 

P.Eoof. 

The fonaula for 8.(A) is equivalent to (2.8) when .>.n(A) < O; 

othei:wise it gives the correct value zero. Similarly for the equality 

in the second part - see (2.11). The bound follows from the definiti on 

of 8(A) and the last part is clear from Lenna 2.4. 

Lelmna 2.5 shows that for a nonsingular Hennitian matrix A, the 

polar factor H is a good Hennitian positive definite approximation 

to A. In f6.J we give an example of how this approximation can be 

utili$ed. 

0 
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2.4 Perturba~ton Bounda for the Polar Pact:o.nt. - ----

It is of interest both for theoretical and for practical purposes 

(see section 4) to determine bounds for the changes induced in the polar 

factors of a matrix by perturbations in the matrix. The following theorem 

provides such bounds . 

'lbeo.- 2.6. 

Let A E cnxn be nonsingular, with the polar decomposition 

A = UH. If E = •AAAp/IAUp satisfies Kp(A) E < 1 then A + 6A 

has the polar dece>111position 

where 

Proof. 

(U + ll.U) (H + Ml), 

_llll.flllp' ..f2 E + 0(E2), 
UHllp 

llAURp' (1 + -{2)Kp(A)E + 0(E2). 
llUlp 

Let; E =(~)fl.A. Then A+ tE is nonsingular for o' t' E. 
E 

Thus- A + tE has the polar decomposition 

A+ tE - U(t)H(t), 0 ' t ' E, 

where H(t) is positive definite. we prove the theroem under the 

(2.12) 

assumpt~on that U(t) and H(t) are twice continuously differentiable 

functions of t; a rather silllilar but longer proof which does not require 

this assumption is given in the appendix. 

From ( 2. 12 ) , 

H(t)2 =(A+ tE)~ (A+ tE), 

which gives, on differentiating (14, p.4] and setting t o, 

. 
HH(O) + H(O)H 
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Since A UH, this can be written as 

HH(O) + H(O)H = HP + P*H, 

where 

Let H have the spectra1 decomposition 

Performing a similarity transformation on (2.l3) using Z gives 

.l\H + HI\ /\F + F*A, 

where .. 
H = Z H(O)Z = (hii), p z*Fz 

This equation has the so1ution 

>.ifij + fJi>.j 
---------

Ai + Aj 1 ' i,j ' n. 

Using the Cauchy- Schwarz inequality, 

from which i t follows that 

hHUp ' 12 llFllp . 

Thus 

llH( 0 )llp llHUp ( ·lZ llPlp 

A Taylor expansion gives 

H + 6H -: H( £) 

12 IPUp 12 llEllp. 

H(O) + eH(O) + 0(£2) 

= H + eH(O) + O(e2), 

( 2. 13) 

• 

(2. 14 ) 
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11.l'.HHp" ENH(O)llp + 0(£2) 

"./2 E NEllp + O(c2). 

The required bound is obtained by dividing throughout by llHllp 

and using NEHp = llANp. 

Now write (2.12) in the form U(t) 

differentiate, to obtain 

(A + tE) H(t)-1 and 

Setting t 

U( t) EH(t) - 1 - (A + tE) H(t)-1 H(t)H(t) - 1. 

o gives 

U( 0) Efrl - rurlac o )trl 

( E - uH( 0 ))W 1 , 

and so, using (2.14), 

HU(O)llp' (1 + ./2)11Ellp llH- 1Np 

From the Taylor series for U(t), 

11.ll.U Hp NU(c) - U(O)Np' £11U(O)Np + 0(£2) 

' (1 + /2)£ UEUp NA- 1up + O(e2) 

(1 + ./2)£ Kp(A) + O(e2), 

llAllp 

which gives the required bound, since 116U11p/11U11p = 116U11p/;;; ' 116U11p. o 

The theorem implies that the condition numbers of H and U with 

respect to perturbations in A are of order one and Kp(A) respectively . 

The excellent conditioning of H is perhaps surprising, for the following 

reason. The condition number of w'z, with respect to general perturbations 

in the Hermitian positive definite matrix W, is of order Kp(W) 1
z (18]. 

Since H 

Kp( A *A )1z 

(A *A >'z this suggests that the condition number of ff is 

Kp( A) . The anomaly is resolved by noting that perturbations 

E in A result in a special class of (Hermitian) perturbations 

A*E + E*A + O(MEN 2 ) in A*A. 
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3. c:.ci.iiptting the Polar Deocl!IPOSition 

3.1 

our constructive derivation of the polar decomposition in section 1 

suggests the following computational procedure: 

(1) compute the s.ingular value decompos.it.ion (1.1), forming only the 

first n columns P1 of P; 

(2) form U and H according to (1.3) and (1.4). 

This method requires (when A is real) approximately 7mn2 + ll/3n3 flops 

to compute P1, E and Q, if we use the Golub- Reinsch SVD algorithm 

(14, p.175), plus mn2 flops to form u and n3/2 flops to form H 

(see {14, p.32] for a discussion of the term "flop"). Since the SVD 

algorithm is numerically stable and is readily available in library routines 

such as r~INPACK {8] this SVD approach has much to reconmend it. 

We now develop an alternative method for computing the polar 

decomposition which does not require the use of sophisticated library 

routines and which, in certain circumstances (see j6.2), is computationally 

much less expensive than the SVD technique . The method applies to 

nonsingular square matrices. If A E cmxn with m > n and rank(A) = n 

then we can first compute a QR factorisation (14, p.146) A = QR 

(where Q E cmxn has orthonormal columns and R is upper triangular 

and nonsingular) and then apply the method to R. The polar decompositi.on 

of A is given in terms of that of R by 

3.2 A llewton llethod. 

Consider the iteration (the real matrix version of which is discussed 

in {3), (31), (32)) 

X0 = A E cnxn, nonsingular, (3.la) 

-'It 
1z( xk + xk ) , k = o, 1, 2, •.. , (3.1b) 



= 

- l 3 -

- * - 1 * where Xk denotes (Xk ) . We claim that the sequence {Xk} converges 

quadratically to the unitary polar factor in A's polar decomposition. 

To prove this we make use of the singular value decomposition 

- UH, 

where 

u PQ*, H QI:Q*. (3.2) 

Define 

Die = p*xkQ· ( 3. 3) 

Then from ( 3 . 1) we obtain 

Do = I:, (3.4a) 

- * 
OJc+l = '2( OJc + Die ) . (3.4b) 

Since D0 ~ IR"xn is diagonal with positive diagonal elements it follows 

by induction that the sequence {OJc} is defined and that 

Accordingly, (3.4) represents n uncoupled scalar iterations 

l ' i ' n, 

which we recognise as Newton iterations for the square root of l with 

starting values the singular values of A. 

Simple manipulations yield the relations (cf. [17, p.94],[19]) 

d(k+l) - 1 
1 ~1-- (d~k) - 1)2, 1 ' i ' n, 

2d(k) 
1 

( 3. 5) 

( 3. 6) 

d(k+l) - l 
~---- ---
d(k+l) + l 

1 

l ' i ' n. 

( 3. 7) 
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t 11 none t nqu l 1'J r 11111<] for each i . T t fol lowu I.hill. d( k) . l 
1 

dll k - 111' for each J, that j.e, Dk - I, or equivalently, from (3.3) 

and ( 3. 2) 

To analyse the rate of convergence we write (3.6) in the form 

I>Jc-H - I = 1z(I>Jc - I )okl (I>Jc - I) 

and pre-and post-multiply by P and Q* respectively to obtain, from 

(3.2) and (3.3) 

Furthennore, using (3.2), (3.3) and (3.7), 

Note from (3.3) and (3.5) that dlk>, .•• , d~k) are the singular values 

of xk. We have proved 

'lbeo~ 3.l.. 

Let A E cnxn be nonsingular and consider iteration ( 3 .1). Each 

iterate xk is nonsingular, 

li.m XJt = u 
k-oo 

where U is the unitary factor in the polar decomposition of A, and 

(3.8) 

( 3. 9) 

.. 
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3.3 Aoce1erating Convergence. 

Theorem 3.1 shows tha~ the iterates {Xk} in itera~ion (3.1) converqe 

qua<1ratical ly to l:he unitary poJar factor of A whenever 1\ iD non -

v1nguJar. We now examJne the practical significance of this result.. 

Suppose we carry out iteration (3.1) with the (impractical) convergence 

criterion nxk - U112 ' E, where E > o ie some machine~ependent 

: tolerance. Define 

p min{k (3.11) 

s = min{k UH2 ( e}. (3.12) 

The integer p marks the onset of the ultimate phase of rapid convergence 

where the number of correct significant figures is approximately doubled 

on each step: from (3.B) we have 

Thus for a tolerance e > 10-15 we can expect s s p+4. 

Unfortunately, p can be arbitrarily large. If A is a large 

scalar multiple of an orthogonal matrix, for example, so that 

11A112 = a1 » 1, then (a1 - 1)/(a1+1) <l: 1 and (3.10) portends a slow 

initial rate of convergence, with correspondingly large values of p and 

s. The situation is neatly explained by Hanning (16): "Normally it is not 

the final rate of convergence that controls the number of iterations; it is 

the initial rate of convergence". 
::. 

These observations lead to the idea of scaling the matrix A, or more 

generally, scaling the current iterate at the start of each step, with the 

aim of minimising p, and hence minimising s. 

Consider the scaling Xk - YJcXk, Yk > o. From (3.lb) we have 

(thus Yk can be regarded as an acceleration parameter), and from (3.9) 

(3.13) 



u, 

where 

9Jc( Yk) 

A natural choice for Yk is the value 

A straightfo.ntfard argument shows that 

(k) 
Yopt which minimises 9Jc( y). 

(3.14) 

( 3. 15) 

The matrix 
(k) 

Yopt Xk is characterised by the property that the product 

of its largest singular value and its smallest singular value is 1. 

One can show that for 

from which it follows that 

(.3.16) 

If this accelerat. i.on technique is used at each stage of iteration ( 3. 1) 

lhen from ( 3. 13), ( 3. 15) and ( 3. 16) we have, by induction (cf. ( 3. 10)) 

1 

2JCTI 
-~<AL ___ :=.~ 

l 
zn1 

K2(A) +l 

2 

We can use this result to bound the integer s in (3.12) for the 

(3.17) 

accelerated version of iteration (3.1). If K2(A)' io17 then (3.17) 

yields 

llX6 - U112 ' .088 II~ + Ull2; 

thus p s 6 and s s 10 (E > lo- 16) . 

The effectiveness of the acceleration procedure is illustrated 

by the example A """ diag (1,24 ,34 , ... ,254); with E = 10-·9 the 

" 
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accelerated iteration has p 4 , s = 7, while for the unaccelerated 

iteration p = 20, s = 22 . 

3.4 The Practical Algorithm . 

ct is not feas i ble to compute 
(k) 

Yopt exactly at each stage, since this 

would require computation of the extremal singular values of Xk, but a 

good approximation to 

Taking 

we have for 

so that from (3 . 14) 

1 

r0 

where 

(k) 
Yopt can be computed at negligible cost. 

in the inequalities (14, p.15] 

(k) 
Yest 

( 3 .18) 

An alternative estimate for 
(k) 

Yopt is 
- · l 1 

( uxk Hp/ uxk llp) z; this estimate 

also satisfies the bounds (3 . 18). We favour 
(k) 

Yest 

property of being exact for diagonal matrices. 

since it possesses the 

Making suitable modifications to the derivation of (3.17) one can show 

that if the acceleration parameter estimates y~~~ are used in the first 

k stages of iteration (3.1) then (cf. (3.17)) 

]. 

·-x:rr 
~.( ~).~---- - 1 

l 
ZJC:n 

f1kk2( A) +l 

2 

(3.19) 



(i) 
max ( r.ea:t. 

( i) 
Yopt 

10-

( 3. 20) 

(i) 
· yfn1 , 

Yest 

and thus 11'Jc ' n12
• The bound (3.19) suggests that in the initial stages 

of iteration (3.1) the estimates y~!{ will be almost as effective as the 

exact values 
(k) 

Yopt· 

we have found empirically that once the error NXk - u112 is 

sufficiently small - less than 10- 2, say - it is advantageous to revert 

to the original, unaccelerated form of iteration (3.1) so as to secure the 

desirable quadratic convergence. 

Incorporating the acceleration parameter estimates 

iteration (3.1) we have 

A1goritlm Polar. 

(k) 
Yest into 

Given a nonsingular matrix A E cnxn this algorithm computes the 

polar decomposition A = UH. 

( 1) X,.J = A; k = - -1. 

( 2) Repeat 

k :- k + l 

If "close to convergence" then 

Yk ·= l 

else 

<X)c : =- lilxklil-ilxk u(I) 1 l3k := fflk." 1 - .. i:kil~ 

Yk ·= rlik.l<Xk. 

Until converged. 
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4. Bacltva%d Ermr Ana.1yeiB 

Consider the SVD approach to computing the polar decomposition, 

deacr i bed in j 3. l . Using the backward error analyai..s for 1..he Golub--

Reinsch SVD algorithm r1~, p.174] one can show that the computed polar 

factors o .f A, U and H, eatiefy 

u 

H x + .611, 
-11r -
H = H, 

. VJ< A+ M, 
I 

where v is unitary, K is Hermitian positive semi-definite (certainly 

positive definite if K2(A) < 1/E) and E ie a small multiple of the 

machine precision u. Thue u and H are relativeJy close to the 

true polar factors of a matrix "near" to A. Thie result is the best 

that can be expected of any method for computing the polar decomposition 

jn finite precision arithmetic . 

We have been unable to prove a corresponding stability result for 

Algorithm Polar. Instead we derive an a posteriori test for· stability 

of the COll'lputed polar factors U and H. 

Under mild asswnptions one can show that with the convergence test 

(3 . 21) U satisfies 

u .,,. v + w, v*v I, 

Algorithm Polar COll'lputes 

... 
- * H 'z( H1 + H1 ), 

where, for simplicity, we ignore the rounding errors incurred in the 

computation of H1 and H (these lead to extra terms of order 

E MA11 2 , wh i ch do not affect the conclusion below). Defining 

G 
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we have 

VH • V(H1 - G) 

- vcv* + 6u*>A - VG 

•A+ M, 

where 

This result is comparable with the result for the SVD method if 

(changing to the one-norm) 

Bn A:s a, ( 4.la) 

( 4. lb) 

H i• positive definite. ( 4. lc) 

'ftlus, in particular, MGM1 must be sufficiently small, that is, 

81 muat be auffciently close to being Hennitian. These conditions 

a.re easily teated1 one can test (4.lc) by attempting to compute a 

Choleeki deaeposition of H. Note that evaluation of (4.lb) is 

co.putationally much l••• expensive than the alternative of comparing 
.. 

MA - UR•1 with 8n •A•1· 

once the above teata have !:Mten perfoDDed, the accuracy of the 

~ed po la.r factora (that ia, the forwaxd error) can be eat 1.N.ted 

with the ai4 of Theor• 2.6. The condition number• 1<1(A), t<a,(A) can 

be fo.r.ed at no extra coat during the f'irat step of Algorithm Polar. 
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5. Rel.ation to Matrix Sign and 5quam Root Iterat:i.ons 

In this section we show how iteration (3.1) is related to iterations 

for the matrix sign function and the matrix square root. 

For a diagonalisable matrix A = zoz-1, D = diag(di), Re di ~ 0, 

the sign function is given by [7], (28] 

sign(A) = z diag(sign (Re di))z- 1 . 
• 

An iterative method for computing sign(A) is [7], [28) 

50 = A. (5.1) 

This iteration is essentially Newton's method for a square root of I, 

with starting matrix A (see (19)). We observe that iteration (3.1) 

implicitly perfor:ms this "sign iteration" on the matrix I: of singular 

values 1 see (3.4) and (3.5). In fact, iteration (3.1) may be derived 

by applying the sign iteration to the Hermitian matrix 

whoae eigenvalues are plus and mi.nus the singular values of A. 

our analysis of the convergence of iteration (3 . 1), and of the 

acceleration parameters {YJc}, applies with suitable modifications 

to the sign iteration (5.1)1 cf. (20], [21), (22], [28). 

consider now the iteration 

- 1 
-

1a( Yk + YJt B ) I Y0 • B, (5 . 2) 

for a square root of B E cnxn, In [19] this iteration is shown to be 

numerically unstable in the sense that a small perturbation in the K'th 

iterate can lead to perturbations in succeeding iterates which grow 

unboundedly. 

It can be shown that the sequence (XJc} from iteration (3.1) is 

related to the sequence (YJt} generated by (5.2) with B 2 A'jl"A 
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according to 

':Mius iteration (3.1) .implicitly carries out iteration (5.2) on B = A*A, 

without ever forming A*A. The techniques of (19] can be used to show 

that iteration (3.1) does not suffer from the numerical instability 

which impairs iteration (5.2). 
• 
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6. .Ae>llcat:i.ons 

6 .1 r.ct:or Ana..lys:ia [ 15 J , [ 2 9] • 

In psychanetrics the "Orthogonal Procrustes" problem consists 

of .findi.ng an orthogonal matrix Q E JR"Xn which most nearly transforms 

a given matrix B E JR111Xn into a given matrix A E JR11l><n, according to the 

criterion that the sum of squares of the residual matrix A-BQ is 

minimised (15], (29] (see also [6], [30]). Theorem 2.2 shows that a 

solution to this problem is Q = u where aTA = UH is a polar 

dec~si.tion. If A and B have full rank then aTA is nonsingular 

and u may be computed by A1gorithm Polar; if either A or B is rank

deficient then u may be computed via a singular va1ue decomposition 

of eTA, as described in J3.l (see also (14, p.426]. 

6.2 Aerospace Coraputations [2], [3], (4), (6], (30), (31), (32). 

In aerospace systems an important role is played by the direction 

cosine matrix (DCM) - an orthogonal matrix which transforms vectors from 

one co-ordinate system to another. Errors incurred in computation of the 

CX..'"M result in a loss of orthogonality; an intuitively appealing way in 

which to restore orthogonality is to replace the computed 004 D by the 

nearest orthogonal matrix, that is, by the orthogonal polar factor of D 

(see Corollary 2.3) . 

A key .feature of this application is that D is relatively close 

to being orthogonal: typically HD - UUF < .1 [2], (3] . Thus p ~ 0 

in ( 3 .11) and from j 3. 3 we can expect iteration ( 3 .1) to converge within 

four iterations. Of course if u is not required to full ...achine accuracy 

then there is no need to iterate to convergence - just Qne or two iterations 

may yield a sufficiently accurate approximation to u. 

For matrices that are as close to orthogonality as D above, 

computation of u from Algorithm Polar will require at most 4n3 

flops, making this method particularly attractive, since the singular 
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value decomposition approach described in p3.1 still requires approximately 

12n3 flops. 

We now compare Algorithm Polar with two other iterative techniques 

which have been proposed for computing the orthogonal polar factor 

of a nearly- orthogonal matrix. 

Bjorck and Bowie (4] derive a family of iterative methods with orders 

of convergence 2,3, . . . by employing a binomial expansion for the matrix 

square root.. in the expression u = rur1 = A( A *A )- 'z (see ( 1. 5)). Their 

quadratically convergent method is 

)k ~ O,l,2, ... 
(6.1a) A 

(6.1b) 

( 6 .1c) 

one step of this iteration costs 3n3/2 flops (for A e mnxn); in 

comparison iteration (3.1) requires only n3 flops per step. Also, 

while iteration (3.1) converges for any nonsingular A, a practical 

cond .ition for the convergence of iteration (6 . 1) is (4] 

-
O < cri(A) < {3 , 1 ' i ' n. 

The following iteration is proposed in (2]; see also (31). 

A E IRnxn, (6.2a) 

0, 1, 2, ... (6.2b) 

Convergence of this iteration can be analysed using the singular value 

decomposition A 

I:, 

DJc+1 DJc - 'z( DJcI:DJc - I:). 

By induction, I>)( = diag( a< k) ) where 
1 

d(k·H) 
i 

" 
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From 9i(l) = 1, gi(l) = 1-ai it is clear that iteration (6.2) is 

linearly convergent to the orthogonal polar factor U = PQT of A 

provided that NA - UH is sufficiently small. 

Evaluation of iteration (6.2) requires 2n3 flops per step. 

Because of its linear convergence and its computational cost, this 

iteration is decidedly unattractive in comparison with iteration (3.1) . 

6. 3 <>ptiaiaat~on. 

Newton's method for the minimisation of F(x), F : mn - Bf1 , 

requires at each stage computation of a search direction Pk from 

where <JJc = VF(X)c) is the gradient vector and 

is the (symmetric) Hessian matrix. Difficulties occur when GJc i.s not 

positive definite since Pk• if defined, need not be a descent direction 

[12, p.107]. we suggest that in this situation one replaces GJc by 

its polar factor H. H is positive definite (assuming Gk is nonsingular) 

and it has the properties listed in lemmas 2.1 and 2.5. H may be computed 

using Algorithm Polar at a cost of (s/2+1)n3 flops, if advantage is taken 

of the symmetry of the iterates (for example the LINPACX routine SSIDI (8] 

may be used to compute the matrix inverses). The equation HPk: 

be solved in n3/6 flops by use of the Choleski decomposition. 

Observe that GJc is normal, so by Lemma 2.1 its polar factors commute, 

that is, Gk = UH HU; thus 

11( GJtU* ) - lCJkll2 

- 1 
llUGJc CJk112 

- 1 
•GJc 9Jcll2, 

which shows that the modified search direction -irlgk has the same 

norm as the urunodified search direction. 
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In [12] several techniques are described for modifying GJc to give a 

related positive definite matrix. One of these consists of computing a 

spectral decomposition Gk = Z A z* and replacing Gk by GJc = ZIAIZ*; 

from Lenma 2.4 we recognise OJc as the polar factor H of OJ<. This 

approach yields the same matrix as our suggestion, at a cost of about 

6n3 flops [14, p.282). 

Note that, from f3.2, 

Xi A= (PDiQ*)*(PLQ*) = QDiLQ* 

is Hermitian positive definite. It follows that step (2) of Algorithm 

Polar can be terminated before convergence is obtained (after a fixed 

nwnber of iterations for example) and the algorithm will still produce 

a s~trJc posJ.tive definite approximation, Yi !!!: x! A, to Gk. Yi 

has the same eigenvectors as Gk and can be shown to satisfy the bound 

where "i-1 ' n
1
z is defined in ( 3. 20). 

6.4 Matrix Square Root (5], (7], (18], (19], (22]. 

A new method for computing the symmetric positive definite square 

root A'z of a symmetric positive definite matrix A is obtai..ned from the 

observation that if 

are Choleski and polar decompositions respectively, then (see ( 1.5)) 

Algorithm Root. 

Given a synvnetric positive definite matrix A E JROXO this algorithm 

computes A
1
z. 

(1) C0111pute the Choleeki decomposition A LLT [14, p.89). 

(2) Compute the Hermitian polar factor H using 

Algorithm Polar. 
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Coot1 (0 l/f> )nJ fl ope, whore e ileratione of Algorithm Pol,..r 

.uo r.oc1u1rod (oc conver.,Jenco ( laklnq int.o account t.he t.rlangulacily of 1.). 

Note that eince we are applying Algorithm Polar to LT, the quantity 

K2(A) in the bound (3.17) ie replaced by K2(LT) 

Algorithm Root is an attractive, numerically stable alternative 

(see section 5) to the iterations in (7), (19), (22) for the case where 

A is symmetric positive definite. 
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7. a.erica1 ..,..._,.1ea 

tn this section we present some test results which illustrate the 

performance of Algorithm Polar. The computations were performed using 

MA~'LAB {26] in double precision on a VAX 11/780 computer; the unit 

roundoff u = 2 -· 56 ::::: 1. 39 x lo- 17. 

We used lhe convergence test (3.21) with 6n = 4u for n' 25 

and 850 = Bu. Onc..-e the criterion 11Xk - Xk-1111 ' . 01 was satisfied 

Xk+l• Xk+2•··· were computed using the unaccelerated iteration 

( Yj 1, j > k). 

In the first test real matrices A of order n = 5, 10, 25, 50 

were generated according to A = uLV'l', where £ diag(ai) is a ma.tr.ix 

of singular values · 2 
.]_ I i4 or 2i) and U,V are random orthogonal 

matrices (different for each A), obtained from the QR decomposition 

of a matrix with elements from the uniform distribution on [O,l]. The 

results are suwnarised in Table 7.1. The quantity 

BERRn 

is the backward error measure derived in section 4 (see (4.lb)) and 

must be of order one for the algorithm to have performed in a stable 

ma.noel'.. For every matrix in this test the computed Hermitian polar 

factor H was positive definite. 

Table 7.1. Number of iterations . 

n=5 10 25 50 
----- ~ ·-·--·- ·--·-----·- ·-- -·---------·--·------
ai i 6 7 e e 

CJi i2 7 7 10 9 

ai i4 8 8 10 10 

ai - 2i 7 e 9 10 

max BERRn .38 .55 2.1 2.8 
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The second test compares Algorithm Polar with iterations (6.1) 

and (6.2) (using the same convergence test, (3.21), for each iteration). 

The parametrised ma.trix 

a 0 - 1 

A(a) = 0 1 0 

- 1 0 0 

is orthogonal for a= o. The results are displayed in Table 7.2 . 
• 
• Table 7.2 Number of iterations. 

a Al orithm Polar Iteration { 6 .1} Iteration {6.2} 
.001 4 4 5 

.01 4 4 e 

.1 5 5 13 

1 6 10 76 

2 7 diverged diverged 
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e . Ooncluat.ona 

From the test results of section 7 and the theory of section 3 we 

draw several conclusions about Algorithm Polar. 

The acceleration parameter estiMates are very effective. Convergence 

to a tolerance Sn > lo-17 (see (3.21)) is usually obtained within ten 

iterations, the COlll(lUtational cost of one iteration being approximately 

n3 flops. 

In applications where A is nearly orthogonal (see f 6. 2) Algorithm 

Polar is an attractive alternative to iterations (6.1) and (6.2) - it is 

guaranteed to converge (within four or five iterations, typically) and it 

will usually be C0111PUtationaliy the least expensive of the three methods. 

we have not proved that Algorithm Polar is stable, that is, that the 

computed polar factors are relatively close to the true polar factors of a 

matrix near to A. The tests (4.1) provide an inexpensive means of 

monitoring the stability of Algorithm Polar. Algorithm Polar has 

perfor.ed stably in all our numerical tests, producing, in every case, 

COlftPUted polar factors which are just as acceptable as those furnished 

by the SVO Cl[>proach. 
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Here we give an alternative proof to Theorem 2.6. 

Proof of Theorea 2. 6. 

Since Kp(A) £ < 1, A+ M is nonsingular and thus it has the polar 

deC0111pOsition 

A+ M = (U + &J)(H + AH), (Al) .. 
where H + AH is positive definite. From (Al) 

(A + M) .. (A + M), 

that is, since H2 = A*A, 

H6ff + Ml H 

where 

Subst itut inq A = UH and writing 

E = u*M 

we have 

HM + AH H ,. HE + E*H + G. ( A2) 

Let H have the spectral decanposition 

H • Zl\Z*' z*z - I. 

Perfonaing a si.11\ilarity transformation on ( A2) using z gives 

.. AO.JI +~ AE + E*A + G, 

where 

AH "" z*AKZ ( Shij ), E - z*Ez - ( eij ) , G ... z*Gz = ( gij ) . 

1'\is equation has the solution 

-· -~~-2.i!ii + 
.>.i + .>.j 
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Squaring, and then using the cauchy-SChwarz inequality, we obtain 

- 2 - 2 - 2 le--· 1) la;;I + _lg1~1 2_ IBhijl ' leijl + lejil + 2( leijl + J1 ~~ 4A 

where 

Sunning over all i and j, and using the inequality 

n n 
I: I: laij I ' n11Aup we obtain 

i=l j =l: 

Using the unitary invariance of the Frobenius norm, and the inequality 

•G•F ' •Mii~ + IMIM~, we have 

1681~' 2AM•~ + 2n2nA-1•2 (IMH~ + UAHI~) NMlp 

+ 1~1A-l1~ ( IMll~ + At\HU~ ) 2
• 

1'\is is a quadratic inequality in 
2 

11.6.Hllp. Writing 

h = Ill.Hip, a"" 11M1p, 

and expanding and re-arranging (AJ) we have 

o' h4 - ~ (1 - 2n2ca 
c 

1'\us (h2 - a)2 ) a2 - ~. which implies that 

or 

Now, 

= a - ~ ~ O(a4), 
2a 

( A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 
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where 

a-= ~ (1 + O(a)), 
/3 
2a 

2a2 + O( a3 ). 

Therefore, solutions (A4) and (AS) can be written 

h 2 4 > C2 + O(a), 

For sufficiently small a the first solution is invalid, since 

h - 0 as a - o, thus the second solution holds . This can be re-written 

h ' ha+ O( a2 ); that is, for sufficiently small 116AllF, 

1168Np ' 12 2 
•MNp + 0( 116ANp) I 

which is essentiaily the first part of the theorem. 

Prom (Al ) , 

U + LW (A + 6A) (H + AH)- 1 

(A + 6A)(H-1 - H-lAHff-1 + O( llAHll~)) 

U - UAHH-1 + MH-1 + 0( HAAR;ll ) , · 

so that, using (A6), 

•AUNp' (M6Hlp + NllANp) Hff-1Np + O(IAAN;) 

'(/2 + 1) Ill.Alp NA-11p + O(nAAn~), 

giving the last part of the theorem. 

'. 

(A6) 

a 
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